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Abstrat. Analysing the use of a Unix ommand shell is one of the

lassi appliations in the domain of adaptive user interfaes and user

modelling. Instead of trying to predit the next ommand from a history

of ommands, we automatially produe sripts that automate frequent

tasks. For this we use an ILP assoiation rule learner. We show how to

speedup the learning task by dividing it into smaller tasks, and the need

for a preproessing phase to detet frequent subsequenes in the data.

We illustrate this with experiments with real world data.
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1 By your ommand

For many years now, the Unix ommand shell
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is used by experiened and inex-

periened users to interat with their system. Although this shell exists for many

years, it an still be onsidered a exible and ustomisable user interfae: aliases

allow you to give easier names for ertain ommands, with sripts you an build

new ommands by ombining existing ommands, et etera. Many users do not

fully utilise the power of the shell, either beause they do not know all the tools

the shell an provide or they do not want to go through the e�ort of using the

tools.

Sine the shell is suh a omplex and powerful user interfae many people

have investigated how users use this shell. Greenberg [6℄ olleted logs from

168 di�erent users, lassi�ed in four ategories: omputer sientists, experiened

programmers, novie programmers and users performing no programming tasks

(suh as people from the administration et etera). He used the standard stat-

istial tehniques to analyse e.g. whih history mehanism is most useful.

Later on, people start using mahine learning tehniques to automatially

analyse logs of shell use. One way to help people using the shell is by prediting

the next ommand they will type, given the history of previous typed ommands.

These preditions (most tehniques present a list of the n most likely ommands,
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although there exist a large number of di�erent Unix shells, the di�erenes between

these shells are not relevant for this paper. Therefor we will talk about `the' Unix

ommand shell



with n small) are presented to the user, who an aept the predition or type

another ommand. A simple but useful predition tehnique is building a prob-

ability table whih stores for eah ommand A and B the probability that the

next ommand will be B given that the last ommand was A. Many variations

on this tehnique have been investigated: using the n last ommands instead of

just the last one or using a deay fator in updating the probabilities to make

the most reent information more important than older observations [3℄. Other

approahes for prediting the next ommand use deision trees [2℄ or ombine

di�erent tehniques [9℄.

These tehniques predit up to 75% of the ommands orretly, and about

50% when also the extra parameters of the ommand (swithes, �lenames et

etera) are predited. The auray is even higher when multiple preditions are

shown. Although this looks promising, there are some drawbaks:

{ the user often uses short ommands [6℄. For those ommands, it is as little

e�ort to type the ommand as to selet or verify a predition, so nothing is

gained.

{ long ommands are diÆult to predit orretly. Verifying and orreting the

predition an take as muh time as typing the ommand (or even more).

{ a speial shell is neessary to integrate the results of the predition, but users

often want to keep using the shell they are used to.

As a result, these tehniques may be very useful to help people who have dif-

�ulties with typing (physially impaired or while performing other tasks), but

for `normal' shell users, although it may result in less keystrokes, the time gained

will probably be low.

2 Automating the Automation

Another way of helping shell users is by suggesting sripts that automate frequent

performed tasks. The advantages over the previous approah are:

{ the user has to verify the proposed sript only one, and an then used it as

often as he likes without the need to verify or edit the sript.

{ even a sript that onsist of only short ommands an still redue the users

e�ort.

{ a system that suggests these sripts an be independent from the shell, so

that the user an keep on using his familiar shell.

{ it is easy to exhange suh proposed sripts with other users.

{ users an beome more aware of their own behaviour.

This approah also has some drawbaks: probably it does not save you as many

keystrokes as the �rst approah and it takes a large history of typed ommands to

extrat meaningful sripts. Both approahes an be ombined, whih eliminates

some of the drawbaks of the sripting approah, but introdues some drawbaks

of the prediting the next ommand approah.



To the best of our knowledge, only very few implementations of this sripting

approah exist. Graph based indution is used in [11℄ to analyse whih �les

are used as input or are produed as output by Unix ommands. In this way,

sequenes of ommands that operate on one �le (or �les produed from this �le)

are deteted and transformed into sripts. This allows them e.g. to detet edit-

ompile-run sequenes, but they are not able to detet sequenes of ommands

that are not related by ommon �le use suh as lpr -P<printer> <file> ;

lpq -P<printer> or sequenes of ommands that are not related by any resoure

at all suh as starting a set of ommon appliations right after logging in.

Maro operators [7, 8℄ are also related to the approah we presented above.

When solving problems one starts from a start state and tries to get to a solution

state by applying operators. Maro operators are a sequene of suh operators,

and the goal is to �nd a set of suh maro operators suh that solving the task

with the basi operators and the maro operators takes less time than with

the basi operators only. This relates to our approah: we look for sequenes of

ations, and we fae the same length onsideration: longer sequenes solve bigger

tasks, but an be used less often. However, there are some major di�erenes

between these maro operators and the shell sripts: a sript an ontain gaps

(see setion 3.2) and more important the ations in sripts have parameters,

whih makes this a relational problem.

Why an this be seen as a relational learning problem? Commands are inter-

related by their exeution order (or time), and eah ommand is possible related

to one or more parameters. This allows us to represent a shell log as a set of

logial ground atoms. We translate these as follows:

{ ommands are translated to stub/3 prediates, where the �rst argument is

the order of exeution (whih is also a unique identi�er), the seond argument

is the time of exeution (expressed as the number of seonds past a ertain

�xed moment in time) and the third is the ommand itself.

{ parameters are translated to parameter/3 prediates, where the �rst argu-

ment is the identi�er of the ommand, the seond argument is the order of

the parameter within that ommand, and the third is the parameter itself.

For example, the shell log

p /et/skel/.bashr ~/.mybashr

emas ~/.mybashr

would be translated to

stub(1,987882636,'p').

parameter(1,1,'/et/skel/.bashr').

parameter(1,2,'~/.mybashr').

stub(2,987882639,'emas').

parameter(2,1,'~/.mybashr').



Notie that this representation has diÆulties representing piped ommands.

Either suh ommands must be represented as two separate ommands where

the �rst one writes to a imaginary named pipe and the seond reads from this

named pipe or as one ommand that has the seond ommand as a parameter.

We ould also introdue a new prediate to handle this, but this will inrease

the searh spae.

We an also represent a parameterised sript as a logial onjuntion. For

instane a sript for opying a �le and then start editing that opy ould be

represented as

stub(A,_,'p'), parameter(A,1,F1), parameter(A,2,F2),

B is A + 1, stub(B,_,'emas'), parameter(B,1,F2).

In the next setion we present how indutive logi programming an be used

to detet suh sripts and the problems we faed when applying them to real

world data. In setion 4 we evaluate the resulting system by analysing shell logs

and onlude in setion 5.

3 Generating Sripts with Warmr

Warmr [4℄ is an upgrade of the propositional Apriori algorithm to an al-

gorithm that an detet assoiation rules expressed in a subset of �rst order

logi. Warmr does this in two phases: �rst it searhes for all frequent patterns

(i.e. legal onjuntions of literals as de�ned in a language) in the dataset, and in

a seond phase it ombines these frequent patterns into assoiation rules. This

�rst phase an more formally be expressed as follows:

De�nition 1. Given a set of ground atoms (examples) E, a set of datalog lauses

(bakground knowledge) B, a language L de�ning all legal patterns and m � 1

(minimal ourrene), �nd all l 2 L suh that the query l sueeds for at least m

examples in E [ B.

The sripts we are looking for an be found with this �rst phase of the

Warmr algorithm. The examples onsist of the logs represented as fats as dis-

ussed in the previous setion, the language allows the stub/3 and parameter/3

prediates (where these arguments an be onstants as well as variables). An ad-

ditional prediate is added that allows two ommands to link to eah other. This

prediate spei�es when two ommands are onsidered next to eah other in a

sequene. This an be that one ommand B must be exeuted right after om-

mand A (suh as in the example above) but it an also be that B is exeuted at

most n ommands after A or at most n time units after A. Beause we an also

provide bakground knowledge to the system, we an e.g. tell the system that ls

-a and ls -all are exatly the same ommand or tell the system that it should

not distinguish between di�erent editor ommands. We an also use bakground

knowledge to split up �lenames (provided as parameter) into diretory, �lename

root and �lename extension.



In this way we an use Warmr to �nd the same sequenes as those that

ould be found using the graph indution algorithm, but it has some advantages

over the graph indution algorithm:

{ additional information an be inorporated via the use of bakground know-

ledge (aliases, hierarhies,...),

{ any relation between parameters of any ommand in the sequene an be

expressed or learned; not just equality between parameters of two onseutive

ommands

The major drawbak however is the exeution time of this algorithm. For a

small shell log of 500 ommands, this algorithm needs more than 10 hours
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of

CPU time to �nd all sequenes that our at least 5 times. For larger logs the

algorithm was even unable to �nish due to lak of resoures. However we an

speedup this algorithm by splitting up the learning task and by using a better

algorithm for one of the learning tasks.

3.1 Speedup by splitting up the learning task

Warmr builds its frequent patterns levelwise: the list of frequent patterns of level

1 ontains all frequent atoms in L. Eah run eah pattern P in the frequent set

is extended to a pattern P ^A for eah atom A 2 L if there exists no infrequent

pattern Q that is more general than P ^A. This means that Warmr will build

patterns that inlude parameter/3 atoms for ommands in inomplete frequent

sequenes or ommands that will never belong to a frequent sequene. This

problem an be solved by �rst onstruting all frequent sequenes of ommands

without taking the parameter information into aount and then transform eah

of these sequenes into a separate pattern disovery task to �nd the frequent

parameter patterns. Usually the user is not interested in a sript for eah frequent

pattern, but only in frequent patterns that are not part of a longer frequent

pattern, so we �lter these out before we start searhing for the frequent parameter

patterns.

This split up dramatially redues the size of the searh spae. Finding the

frequent parameter patterns for a given frequent ommand pattern only takes

a few seonds beause frequent ommand patterns only ontain few ommands

(ompared with the total set of ommands) and so the searh spae is small.

Most of the time still goes into �nding frequent ommand patterns. But sine

this is a propositional task, more eÆient algorithms an be found.

3.2 Speedup by using the minimal ourrene algorithm

The way in whihWarmr extends a frequent pattern is not optimised for �nding

frequent sequenes in whih the order of the items is important. We illustrate

this with an example. Suppose that our dataset ontains the frequent sequene

2
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memory, running linux and the Ae version of Warmr running ilProlog[1℄



a b  d. When Warmr has reahed its seond level, it has onstruted these

frequent patterns:

a -> b

b -> 

 -> d

However, when Warmr extends the �rst pattern a -> b, it will extend it to

a -> b -> a

a -> b -> b

a -> b -> 

a -> b -> d

and test eah of these patterns on the dataset, to see that only the third sueeds.

However, sine we are looking for subsequent ommands, we know that only a ->

b ->  an be a valid extension. Moreover, if we know the identi�ers at whih

the sequenes a -> b and b ->  start, we an alulate from this the number

of ourrenes of a -> b ->  (together with the identi�ers of a on whih these

sequenes start) without looking into the dataset.

The above idea is implemented in the minimal ourrene algorithm [10℄.

We use an algorithm based on this minimal ourrene algorithm to �nd all

maximal frequent sequenes, where we add identi�ers for left and right parents

to eÆiently ombine elements into longer sequenes.

De�nition 2. Let s be a sequene of n elements: e

s;1

e

s;2

e

s;3

:::e

s;n�1

e

s;n

. A se-

quene s

0

(e

s

0

;1

e

s

0

;2

:::e

s

0

;p�1

e

s

0

;p

) of length p is a subsequene of the sequene s

of length n if

1 � p � n

and 8i1 � i � p; 9j1 � j � n : e

s

0

;i

= e

s;j

and 8i; j1 � i < j � p9k; l1 � k < l � n : e

s

0

;i

= e

s;k

and e

s

0

;j

= e

s;l

.

The frequeny of a subsequene in a sequene is the number of di�erent mappings

from elements of s

0

into the elements of s suh that the previous onditions hold.

Notie that this a general de�nition, usually we will restrit the sequene by

introduing a maximal gap size in the third requirement:

8i1 � i < p9k; l1 � k < l � n; l� k � gapsize+ 1 : e

s

0

;i

= e

s;k

and e

s

0

;i+1

= e

s;l

De�nition 3. A sequene s

0

is a maximal subsequene of frequeny f of a se-

quene s if s

0

is a subsequene of the sequene s with a frequeny of at least f and

there is no sequene s

00

, subsequene of s with frequeny at least f, suh that s

0

is a subsequene of s

00

.

Eah sequene s of length n > 1 has 2 frequent subsequenes of length n� 1.

We all this �rst subsequene leftparent(s) and the seond rightparent(s). To

extend a sequene s of length 2 or longer, one just ombines this sequene with

a sequene t where the right parent of s is the left parent of t. However for



sequenes p and q of length one, there are no restritions in ombining them, ex-

ept that p should our before q (and the maximal gap size if de�ned). Beause

of this, for onstruting the seond level, we an do no better than just trying all

ombinations of 2 sequenes from level one. The algorithm is shown in �gure 1.

We give eah sequene a unique identi�er and we store and index the identi�ers

from left and right parents for eah sequene. This allows us to retrieve possible

extensions for a frequent subsequene very eÆient.

length = 2

let S(1) be the set of all frequent subsequenes of s of length 1

Output = �

foreah t, u 2 S(1)

if e

t;1

, e

u;1

is frequent in s w.r.t. maximal gap size

add e

t;1

, e

u;1

to S(2)

while S(length) 6= � do

S(length+1) = �

foreah t 2 S(length)

foreah u 2 S(length) suh that leftparent(u) = rightparent(t)

if e

t;1

e

t;2

:::e

t;length

e

u;length

is frequent

add it to S(length+1)

foreah t 2S(length)

if t is not part of any element in S(length+1)

add t to Output

length = length + 1

return Output

Fig. 1. Calulating all frequent maximal subsequenes of s

This algorithm is also related to the SPADES algorithm [12℄ whih an

searh for sequenes in large databases in an eÆient way. However, we ombine

elements based on their left and right parent instead of ombining elements with

idential tails beause this last approah results in a less eÆient searh when

using maximal gap size onstraints as we do.

3.3 Gluing everything together

How do we use all this information to transform a shell log into a set of shell

sripts? First we remove from the logs all ommands that are useless in sripts

beause they an not hange the state of the omputer: ls, more, date et et-

era. Of ourse, when the aim of the analysis is to get an insight in the behaviour

of the user instead of produing sripts, this step an be skipped.

Next we use our variant of the minimal ourrenes algorithm on the altered

log �le. By varying the maximal gap size and the minimal frequeny for a sub-

sequene to be onsidered frequent one an ontrol the number of frequent se-

quenes. We also add to the algorithm the possibility do de�ne onstraints on



the subsequenes. These onstraints allow us for example to rejet sequenes

that use a ommand more than n times. We output the frequent subsequenes

as a set of freqep/4 prediates, where the �rst argument is the identi�er of the

subsequene, the seond is the identi�er of the mapping (the highest identi�er

for a given subsequene is the frequeny of that subsequene), the third argu-

ment is the element identi�er within the subsequene and the fourth argument is

the element identi�er within the input sequene. We use this representation be-

ause it is independent of the ILP program that is going to use this subsequene

information.

freqep(1,1,1,28). freqep(1,1,2,30).

freqep(1,2,1,72). freqep(1,2,2,73).

This ould be suh a result from this algorithm, speifying that it found only

one frequent subsequene, that ourred twie: element number 28 in the input

sequene is the �rst element in the �rst ourrene of the subsequene, element

30 is the seond (so there is a gap of size 1). The seond ourrene of the

sequene is at position 72 and 73.

In the next step we add the subsequene output to the log data that we

transform to the representation disussed in setion 2. We do not allow stub/3

atoms to be used in the language (Warmr would again start looking for frequent

sequenes this way) but fore the use of freqep/4 instead. The parameter/3

and other prediates de�ned in bakground knowledge are also added to the

language. We then letWarmr searh for frequent patterns. An example of suh

a pattern is:

freqep(1,O,1,Pos1), parameter(Pos1,1,Param1), base(Param1,Base1),

ext(Param1,'tex'), freqep(1,O,2,Pos2), parameter(Pos2,1,Param2),

ext(Param2,'dvi'), base(Param2,Base1).

SineWarmr outputs all frequent patterns, we �rst have to make sure we re-

move all redundant rules. For instane together with the above rule,Warmrwould

also produe next rules:

freqep(1,O,1,Pos1), parameter(Pos1,1,Param1), base(Param1,Base1),

ext(Param1,Ext1), freqep(1,O,2,Pos2), parameter(Pos2,1,Param2),

ext(Param2,Ext2), base(Param2,Base1).

freqep(1,O,1,Pos1), parameter(Pos1,1,Param1), base(Param1,Base1),

ext(Param1,'tex'), freqep(1,O,2,Pos2), parameter(Pos2,1,Param2),

ext(Param2,'dvi').

freqep(1,O,1,Pos1), parameter(Pos1,1,Param1), base(Param1,Base1),

ext(Param1,'tex'), freqep(1,O,2,Pos2), parameter(Pos2,1,Param2).

et etera.

Next the most spei� frequent rules are translated to sripts: the ommands

are looked up in the input sequene and the remaining of the rules is parsed and

written as a Unix funtion. Our �rst rule would be translated to:



funtion giveyourownname() {

latex $1.tex

xdvi $1.dvi

}

Now we sort the resulting sripts. Although length and frequeny are import-

ant attributes of a sript, we sort the sripts aording to the frequeny divided

by the expeted frequeny of this subsequene in a sequene where the elements

are put in random order. The higher this number, the more 'exeptional' the

sequene is.

4 Experiments

We ompare these approahes on the Greenberg dataset [5℄. Table 1 shows the

timings of �nding frequent subsequenes for 5 user logs from the Greenberg

dataset with the default minimal frequeny of 0.01. We see that, as the number

of ommands grows, the exeution time of both algorithms (expressed in seonds)

inreases. The number of maximal frequent subsequenes found does not seem

to inuene the exeution time. The minimal ourrenes algorithm is about 7

times faster than Warmr .

�le #ommands #frequent seq. max. length seq. time Warmr time mino

non-5 216 4 6 1.2 0.5

non-16 590 26 6 13.8 1.8

non-23 962 21 3 21.7 2.0

non-11 1537 13 4 30.4 4.5

non-4 3608 16 4 83.7 13.1

Table 1. Timing results with maximal gap size 0

However, when we set the maximal gap size to 1, this hanges the timings

dramatially (see table 2). It takes Warmr almost 200 times as long as with

gap size 0 to �nd the sequenes for non-5. For non-16 this is nearly a fator 800

slower. For larger datasets, Warmr was not able to ompute all sequenes due

to lak of resoures. The minimal ourrenes algorithm does not su�er from

this problem, it does not even double the exeution time.

When we raise the maximal gap size to 2 (see table 3) Warmr is not able

to �nd all frequent subsequenes for even the smallest log �le. While the other

algorithm �nishes in about a minute or less, we see that not only the length

of the input but also the number of frequent subsequenes found inuenes the

exeution time.

Just for illustration purpose we show some of the sripts found:

lpr -P $1 $2 d .. mkdir $1

lpq -P $1 rmdir $1 d $1



�le #frequent seq. max. length seq. time Warmr time mino

non-5 8 6 236 0.7

non-16 70 9 9975 2.6

non-23 31 6 - 2.4

non-11 63 8 - 6.9

non-4 39 6 - 18.2

Table 2. Timing results with maximal gap size 1

�le #frequent seq. max. length seq. time mino

non-5 35 9 1.6

non-16 607 13 27.1

non-23 99 9 5.6

non-11 401 11 40.6

non-4 173 10 63.6

Table 3. Timing results with maximal gap size 2

5 Conlusion

In this paper we takled the problem of reating shell sripts (a sequene of om-

mands together with their (variable) parameters) from shell logs. Sine this task

an be formulated as a relational pattern disovery task, we used the Warmr

algorithm. To speed up this task we separate the propositional subtask (detet-

ing frequent subsequenes of ommand stubs) from the relational task (deteting

frequent patterns in the parameters of a frequent subsequene of ommands). We

also presented a version of the minimal ourrenes algorithm to �nd frequent

subsequenes in an eÆient way.

We ompared Warmr with this new system on real world data. Warmr is

onsiderably slower, and often fails to �nd all sequenes due to lak of omput-

ing resoures. These experiments also show that shell logs do ontain frequent

subsequenes, and even frequent subsequenes of onsiderably length.

Other possible appliations for this tehnique are other sequene analysing

tasks, suh as analysing traes of visits to a website where eah lik is annotated

with extra information. This an help the designer in understanding how users

visit the site or allow for automati site modi�ation. The system an also be

used in analysing other user interfaes: a prototype of the user interfae is built

and testers try this interfae. All their annotated ations are logged and analysed.

If important long subsequenes of ations are found, the developer an onsider

redesigning the interfae in suh a way that these ations an be performed

more easily. All appliations were sequential annotated data is involved and were

frequent subsequenes provide important knowledge are potential appliation

domains for this tehnique.

But not only in appliations where deteting sequenes is the main task, also

other appliations an make use of eÆient subsequene detetion algorithms.



Analysis of moleular data is suh an example: sequenes of atoms an be im-

portant features in suh appliations.
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